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ABSTRACT 
The TEol mode  reflection  coefficient is analyzed  for a symmetric 
parallel-plate  waveguide  terminated  in a ground  plane arid radiating  into 
a perfectly  reflecting  sheet  oriented  normal  to  the  guide axis. The 
method of analysis and calculated  results  are  similar  to  those of the 
TEM mode  analysis  presented  in a previous  publication. The t rans-  
mission  between  two  identical  waveguides  facing  each  other is also 
analyzed . 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The  reflection  coefficient of a TEM  mode  symmetric  parallel-plate 
waveguide  illuminating a perfectly  conducting  sheet  has  been  analyzed 
by  wedge  diffraction  te~hniques.l-~  In  order  to  complete  the  picture,   the 
orthogonal  polarization, i. e. , the  TEol  mode, will be  considered  in  this 
report.  The  geometry of the  problem is as shown in Fig. 1 where  the 
conducting  sheet is oriented  normal  to  the  guide  axis. Only the  ground- 
plane  mounted  guide  will  be  considered.  The  method of analysis  to  be 
employed is similar  to  that  in Ref. 3. 
The  analysis of this  reflecting  sheet  problem  can  give  insight  into 
the  basic  diffraction  behavior of small  aperture  antennas  which  radiate  into 
overdense plasmas. This analysis is applicable for spacecraft reentry 
situations  in  which  the  plasma  medium  can  be  adequately  modeled  by a 
simple  reflecting  sheet. A by-product of the  analysis  for  this  reflecting 
sheet  problem is the  solution  to a different  problem:  the  transmission 
between  identical  waveguides. 
d 
I 
Fig. 1. Symmetric TEol mode parallel-plate guide radiating into reflecting 
sheet. 
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11. REFLECTION COEFFICIENT ANALYSIS FOR THE GROUND-PLANE 
MOUNTED TEoi MODE GUIDE 
By the  wedge  diffraction  method  the  reflection  coefficient of the  wave- 
guide is the  superposition of the  free  space  reflection  coefficient  (given 
in  Ref. 5) and  the  reflection  coefficient  caused by the  presence of the 
conducting  sheet.  The  interaction  between  the  guide  and  the  reflector 
may  be  formulated  in  terms of successive  bounce  waves.  The first bounce 
wave is the  free  space  radiation  from  the  waveguide  which  reflects  from 
the  sheet  back  onto  the  waveguide.  This first bounce  wave  then  scatters 
from  the waveguide  wedges  producing a second  bounce  wave  which 
propagates  toward  the  reflecting  sheet.  The  second  bounce  wave  in  turn 
reflects  from  the  sheet  back onto the  waveguide  giving rise  to a third 
bounce  wave,  and so on to  higher  order  bounces.  Each  bounce  produces 
a contribution  to  the  reflected  TEol  mode  in  the  waveguide. 
Calculations of trhe free  space  fields of various  parallel-plate  guide 
configurations  have  been  made6  using both actual  diffraction  functions  and 
'limiting ray forms. These calculations show that in the region of the 
projected  guide  cross  section  the  free  space  wave  radiated  from  the  guide 
may  be  represented by an  isotropic  cylindrical  wave  from  an  equivalent 
line  source  located  at  the  center of the  guide  aperture.  This  and  subsequent 
approximations  in  this  analysis  are  valid  provided  the  observation  distances 
a r e  sufficiently  removed  from  the  guide  aperture.  Typically,  observation 
distances on the  order of a few guide  widths  will  yield  very  satisfactory 
results. 
The  equivalent  cylindrical  wave fo r  the  f irst  bounce  wave is given 
by the  free  space  field on the  axis of the  guide;  this  field as analyzed  by 
wedge  diffraction  may  be  obtained by summing  the  singly  and  doubly 
diffracted  fields  as  discussed  in  detail  in Ref. 6. The modal voltage of 
the  equivalent  line  source  representing  the  initial  radiation  from  the 
guide  may  then  be  expressed a s  7 - 3  
where  RT(8=0) is the  total on axis  ray  from  the  guide. 
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2 
Guide  Scattering  ProDerties 
In  order  to  analyze  the  multiple  interactions  between  the  guide  and 
the reflecting  sheet,  the  scattering  properties of the  guide must  be 
examined first- For a plane  wave of unit  magnitude  normally  incident 
on the  waveguide  wedges as shown  in  Fig. 2 the  diffracted  field  at a 
point P is given by 
( 2) E(P) = vB( r l , h  -9 - VB(rl #$It- 7r 
2 
where 
( 3) 
corresponds  to  the  singly  diffracted  ray  from  each  edge and 
is the diffracted field at (r,g) due to a line source at (ro ,IClo). The VB 
te rms   in  Eq. (2) results  from  the  singly  diffracted  waves  from  the 
wedges  whereas  the Ud terms  express  the doubly diffracted  waves. 
9 
The  formulation of the  scattered  field  for  the  polarization of the TEoI 
mode (Eq. 2) differs from that of the TEM case (Eq. 9 in Ref. 3) only in 
the signs of the two V term.s involving 4 t 7r Consequently the same 
approximations  used  In Ref. 3 may  be  employed  here. .B 2” 
Making  the  same  approximations, i. e. , small   argument  Fresnel 
Integral  approximation  and  approximate shadow  boundary  diffraction 
functions,  the  same  observation  may  be  made  for  this  polarization as 
was  made  in Ref. 3. Namely,  the  scattered  field  from  the  guide  structure 
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INCIDENT 
PLANE W A V E  
Fig. 2.. Scattering of an  incident  plane  wave  in  the  ground  plane  case. 
due  to  plane  wave  incidence is composed of a reflected  plane  wave  from 
the  ground  plane  without  the  waveguide  .aperture  present,  denoted as the 
geometrical  optics  component;  and  an  aperture  component  corresponding 
to  the  difference  between  the  actual  scattered  field  and  the  geo'metrical 
optics component. The aperture cornponefit is very  similar  to  the 
backscatter by a strip  or  thick  wall  and  may  be  represented  in  the  projected 
guide  cross  section by an  equivalent  line  source  located  at  the  center of 
the  guide  aperture. 
For  the  case of cylindrical  wave  incidence as shown in  Fig. 3 the 
aperture  component of the  scattered  wave is , to a very good approximation, 
when  the  cylindrical  source is sufficiently  removed,  the  same as that for  
plane  wave  incidence as shown in  Fig. 2 , with  the  plane  wave  field  equal 
to  the  incident  field of the  cylindrical  wave  at  the  waveguide  aperture. 
The  aperture  component  for  cylindrical  wave  incidence is thus given by 
E = E K  
i - jkr, 
A J 
L 
where  Ei is the  incident  field of the  cylindrical  wave at -the center of the 
aperture. The geometrical optics component for cylindrical wave 
incidence is simply  the  reflection of the  incident  cylindrical  wave  from  the 
ground-plane  without  the  guide  aperture. 
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Fig. 3. Scattering of a cylindrical wave i n  the 
ground  plane  case. 
Multiple  Bounce  Formulation 
The  formulation  for  the  interactions  or  multiple  bounces  between 
the  ground  plane  and  reflecting  sheet  for  the TEoI guide is analogous 
to  that  for  the TEM guide in Ref. 3. Since the first bounce wave can 
be  adequately  described by an  isotropic  line  source at the  center of the 
aperture  of the  waveguide  image,  the first bounce  contribution  to  the 
reflection coefficient is obtained as shown in Fig. 4a. Using the line 
source  to  waveguide  coupling  expression of Ref. 5, the  contribution  to 
the  reflection  coefficient of the  guide  from a line  source  located at a 
distance of r with  modal  voltage V is given by8 
1 
(7) r =-- = cvi e-jkr VO " * 
where 
K R ~ ( 0 = 0 )  e -jn/ 4 
= 2acosAo 
m F  
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Fig. 4. Bounce contributions to reflection coefficient. 
with R ~ ( ( 3 = 0 )  denoting the on axis ray of the guide. Thus the first bounce 
reflection  coefficient  contribution is given  by 
rl = cvl L- -jk( z d) 
*J=f= 
with  the first bounce  equivalent  line  source  modal  current  given  by 
(10) V1 = - RT(O =0) g< 
d" 
s 
where  the  minus  sign  results  from  the  reflection  by  the  reflecting  sheet. 
6 
The  scattering of the  cylindrisal  wave  from VI by the  waveguide 
results  in a second  bounce  wave  which is composed of two components 
as shown in  Fig. 3. The geometrical optics component of the second 
bounce  wave  reflects  from  the  sheet  backonto  the  waveguide  such that 
I it may be represented by the  line  source VI located at a distance 4d 
from  the  guide  aperture, as shown in Fig. 4b; The aperture component 
the  line  source Vz in Fig. 4b. The value of V2 is obtained by equating 
the  value of its radiated  field  with  that of the  aperture  component  in 
j of the  second  bounce  wave  r'eflects  onto  the  waveguide as desc.ribed by 
1 Eq. ( 5 )  
Ei is the  incident  field of the  illuminating  line  source V at  the  guide 
aperture  in  Fig.  4a, as given by 1 
Hence the value of V2 is given by 
where  the  minus  sign  comes  from  reflection by the  conducting  sheet. 
The  corresponding  second bounce reflection  coefficient  is  then  given by 
the modal voltage induced by VI and Vz a s  shown in Fig. 4b: 
- jk( 2d) 
(14) rz = c + vz \)2d 
Generalizing,  the  n-th  bounce  wave is given by n cylindrical  wave 
components  with  sources: V, at  n(2d) , Vz at  (n- 1) (Zd), - - - - -  Vn a t  (2d) 
The  n-th 
-jk(n-m)Zd 
(n -m) 2d 
(15) 
and  the  n-th  contribution  to  the  reflection  coefficient is given by 
(16) 
2d(n-m+l ) 
7 
The  total  reflection  coefficient I' of the  waveguide is then  obtained by 
superposing the guide's free space reflection coefficient5 I' and the 
reflection  coefficient  due to the  reflecting  sheet: S 
r = r s  t r n 
n= 1 
Results 
The  total  reflection  coefficient  for  the TEol mode  ground-plane 
mounted  guide  was  computed  with  the  aid of the  Fortran IV computer 
program  presented  in  Appendix I. Figure 5 shows  the  calculated  reflection 
coefficient  magnitude for  the  case of guide  width  equal  to 0.76 11 while 
I 
3.1 
REFLECT IMG SHEET DISTANCE d ( WAVELENGTHS ) 
i 
I 
Fig. 5. Reflection coefficient magnitude f o r  a 
ground-plane  mounted TE,,' mode  parallel- 
plate  waveguide  illuminating  a  reflecting 
sheet. 
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Fig. 6 .  Reflection coefficient phase. 
9 
Fig. 6 gives  the  corresponding  phase  for  reflector  spacings  from 1. 5 X  
to 3.Oh . The  results  for  large  reflector  spacings, i. e. , around 20. OX , 
a r e  shown in Fig. 7. The behavior of the  reflection  coefficient  for  the 
TEol mode is essentially  the  same  as  that  observed  for  the  TEM mode! 
A t  reflector  spacings  equal  to  integral  mutiples of half  wavelengths 
complete reflection is also  observed  for  the TEof mode excitation. This 
two-dimensional  resonator  phenomenon is confirmed by the  existence of 
singularities at these  cavity  spacings  in  the  Green's  function  for  an 
electric  line  source  located  in a parallel-plate  region  as  presented  in 
Appendix 11. A s  can  be  seen  from  Figs. 5 through 7 these  cavity  resonances 
become more localized as reflector spacing increases. 
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Fig. 7. Reflection coefficient for large reflector spacings. 
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The  Transmission  Problem 
A by-product of the  reflecting  sheet  problem is the  solution  for  the 
transmission  problem  between two identical  ground-plane  mounted  TEol 
guides.  Using  image  theory  the  negative of the  sum of the odd number 
bounces  gives  the  wave  transmitted  into  the  receiving  guide  while  the 
sum of r with the negative of the .even number bounces gives the reflection 
c,oefficient of the  transmitting guide. Figures 8 and 9 give  the  magnitude 
and  phase  for  the  calculated  transmission  and  reflection  along with  the 
reflection  coefficient  for  the  reflecting  sheet  problem.  It  may  be  seen 
that  transmission  peaks  occur  at  every  quarter  wavelength  in d. 
S 
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Fig. 8. The transmission problem presented with the reflecting 
sheet  problem  for  a  ground-plane  mounted TE,, 
mode  guide. 
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111. CONCLUSIONS 
The  reflection  coefficient of a TEol  mode  symmetric  parallel-plate 
waveguide  mounted  in a ground-plane  and  illuminating a perfectly 
reflecting  sheet  has  been  analyzed by  wedge  diffraction  techniques.  The 
interactions  between  the  waveguide  and  reflector  were  described  in 
terms of successively bouncing cylindrical waves.  Summation of the 
contributions of the  multiple bounce's  with  the  guide's  free  space  reflection 
coefficient  then  yielded  the  total  reflection  coefficient. 
12 
" 
Calculated  reflection  coefficients  for  this  mode  behave  in  essentially 
the  same  manner  as  those  for  the TEM mode in Ref. 3. At reflector 
spacings  equal  to  integral  multiples of A /2, resonance o r  complete 
reflection  was  observed. A by-product of this  reflecting  sheet  problem 
was  the  solution of transmission  between two identical TEol guides 
facing each other. 
13 
APPENDIX I 
A Fortran IV program  used  in the computation of the  reflection 
coefficient is  as  follows: 
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C 
9 
1 1  
10 
50 
T E O l   G R O U N D   P L A N E   G U I D E   R E F L E C T I O N   C O E F F I C I E N T  
C O M P L E X  P F T ~ R D l ~ R D D l ~ R D l G ~ R T . G A M S . C I C T E M P . P P I F I X P I F ~ X ~ A ~ C ~ C ~ ~ ~ P G A M  
2 * G A M * T E " * T E M P  
D I M E N S I O N  C l J R ( 5 0 0 ) ~ C U 1 ( 5 0 0 ) r G A M R ( 5 O ~ ~ ~ G A M 1 ~ 5 0 0 )  
PI=301415927 
T W P = 2 o 3 * P I  
P F T = C E X P ( C ? ' I P L X ( O O O . - P I / ~ O C ) ) / T W P  
R E A D  (5.9) A ~ G A M S I N C  
F O R M A T   ( 3 F 1 0 0 6 . 1 2 )  
W R I T E  , ( 6 * 1 1 )  A s G A M S  
F O R M A T  ( 2 0 X ~ 2 H A = ~ F 1 0 0 4 ~ 1 O X ~ 5 H G A M S = r 2 F I O . 6 / / / / )  
A O R = A R S I N ( 3 0 5 / A )  
A O =  180 O * A 3 R / P I  
S T W P = S Q R T ( T W P )  
C O P N = C O S ( P I / l o S )  
S I P N = S I N ( P I / I o 5 ) / 1 o 5  
R T E M P ~ S I P N * ~ l o O / ~ C O P N ~ C O S ~ ~ P I ~ A O R ~ ~ l ~ 5 ~ ~ ~ l ~ O ~ ~ C O P N ~ C O S ~ ~ P ~ + A O R ) / l ~  
25)  1 )  
R D l = C M P L X ( C . O * - R T E M P )  
R T E M P = S I P ~ * ~ ~ O ~ / ~ C O P N - C O S ~ ~ O ~ ~ * P ~ ~ A O R ~ / ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ O O / ~ C O P N - C O S ~ ~ O O ~ * P ~  
2 + A O R ) / 1 0 5 )  ) 
R D l G = C M P L X ( O . O . - R T E M P )  
C A L L  Vt? ( R V 9 1 . U V B l . A * 9 7 . 0 * 1 . 5 )  
C A L L  VE3 ( R V ~ 2 . U V a 2 . A . 2 7 3 . 0 . 1 . 5 )  
R D D l = R 3 1 G * C M P L X ( R V d I - R V 0 2 . U V d l - U V U 2 )  
Q T = 2 . 3 * ! P D I + R D D l  1 
N R I T E  ( 6 . 1 3 )  R D l . R O l G * R D D l r R T  
F O R M A T  ( / / / l H  .SH W D 1 = 0 2 E 1 5 ~ 7 ~ 5 X ~ 5 H R D 1 G ~ ~ 2 E l 5 ~ 7 / l X ~ 5 H R D D I = ~ 2 E l 5 o 7 ~  
2 7 X * 3 H R T = * 2 € 1 5 0 7 / / / / )  
C = R T * P F T / S ( ~ R T ( T I V P ) / ( 2 . 9 * A * C O c , ( A O R )  
C T E M P = - R T / S Q R T ( T Y P ) * C " I . O )  
C U R (  1 ) = R E A L ( C T E M P )  
C U I ( l ) = A I M A G ( C T E M P )  
X P I F = C O N J G ( P P I F )  
PPIF=CMPLX(3.7071367€.3.Cl.7371C)678) 
X ~ A * P P I F ~ ~ ~ ~ / ~ ~ ~ ~ * P I ~ * S ~ R T ~ ~ O ~ ~ * X ~ I F + I O O / I ~ ~ * C O T A N ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I ~ * X P I F  
2 / T W P + 2 " 3 * R D D l * X P I F / T Y P  
W R I T E  (6 .59)  C e X  
F O R M A T  (1H r4E15.7) 
30 250 I = l r N C  
R E A D  (5 .103 )  DINU 
1 0 0   F O R M A T ( F l C . 5 .  I S )  
d R I T E ( 6 . 7 4 ) A . D  
74 F O R M A T  ( / / l H  . 1 2 H S U I U E  W I D T H = . F l 0 . 5 r 2 0 X . l B H R ~ F L ~ C T O ~  5 P A C I N G = . F l O .  
25// 1 
W R I T E  (6.77) 
77 F O R M A T ( 1 H   r l 5 H G A M M A   I N C ~ E M E N T . ~ ~ X I ~ ~ H G A M Y A   U O U N C E S . 1 7 X . l l H G A M M A   T O  
2 T A L /  1 
C A B C  IS T H E  R E F L E C T E D   M O D A L   V O L T A t i E  
C C B U  IS T H E  T R A N S M I T T E D   M O D A L   V O L T A G E  
ABC=GAMS 
T D = 2 o O * D  
G A M = C * C M P L X ( ~ U R ( l ) r C U l ~ l ~ ~ / S ~ ~ T ~ T D ) * C E X P ~ C M P L X ( ~ ~ ~ - T ~ ~ P * T D ) )  
TEM=GAM 
P T E M = 1 8 0 . / P I * A T A N 2 ( A I M A G ( T E ~ , ) * R E A L ( T E M ) )  
G A M R ( ~ ) = R E A L ( G A M ) + R E A L ( G A M S )  
G A M 1   ( 1  ) = A I M A G ( G A M ) + A l Y A G ( C A ~ S )  
CRB=-GArY 
A G A M = S U R T ( G A ? l R ( I   ) * * 2 + G A M 1 ( 1 ) * * 2 )  
P G = 1 8 0 . / P I * A T A N 2 ( G A M I ( I ) ~ ~ A M ~ ( l ) )  
N= 1 
A T E M = C A H S ( T E V )  
X R I T E   ( 6 . 2 Y )   N . A T E H . P T E M * A T E M I P T . E * A ~ A ~ * P G  
D O  23:J N=21NU 
15 
1 56 
157 
29 
573 
3 37 
200  
2 0 1  
T E M R = C M P L X ( ~ D ~ O .  
NM=N-  1 
X N = F L O A T  t N 1 
DO 156 M = l r N M  
XM=FLOAT t M ) 
T E ~ P = - X * C M P L X ( C U R ( M ) * C U I ( M ) ) / S ~ R T ( T D * ( X N - X M ) ) * C E X P ( C M P L X ( O . s - T W P * T  
2D* ( X N - X M  1 1 1 + T E M P  
C O N T  I NUE 
C U R ( N ) = R E A L ( T E M P )  
C U I ( N ) = A I M A G ( T E M P )  
X N = F L O A T  (N  1 
DO 1 5 7   M = l r N  
X M = F L O A T   ( M  ) 
T E M P = C M P L X ( O . r O . )  
T E M P = C * C M P L X ( C U 2 ( M )   * C U I  ( M I  ) / S Q R T ( T D * ( X N - X M + l .   ) ) * C E X P ( C M P L X ( O . r - T W P  
( T E M P  1 
PPG=18Os/PI*ATAN2(AIMAG(PGAM)*REAL(PGAM)) 
A T E M P = C A B S ( T E M P )  
A P G A M = C A U S   ( P G A M  1 
W R I T E  ( 6 r 2 3 )  N r A T E M P . P T E M * A P G A M . P P G I A G A M I P G  
F O R M A T  (5x9 1 5 r 5 X ~ d E 1 5 . 7 )  
X X N = F L O A T  ( N )  
K HE =N/2 
X K H E = F L O A T   ( K H E )  
X X Y = X X N / 2 o O  
I F  ( A 8 S ( X X Y - X K H E ) . G T * O . 2 5 )   G O   T O  573 
A B C z A B C - T E M P  
A3CM=CAF3S  (AUC ) 
A B C P = l B C . O / P l * A T A N 2 ( A I M A G ( A ~ C ) * ~ ~ A L ( A ~ C ) )  
GO T O  337 
C B B = C B B - T E M P  
C B t l M = C A H S  ( C a B  
CBBP=l80.O/PI*ATAN2(AIMAG(CEB)*REAL(Ctjd)) 
W R I T E  ( 6 r 2 9 )  N * A T E M P . r T E M * A B C M * A R C P * C d ~ M * C ~ ~ P  
CONT I NUE 
C O N T  I NLIE 
S T O P  
END 
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S U B R O U T I N E   V B   ( R V B * U V B ; R * A N G . F N )  
C O M P L E X  D E M . T O P I C O M . E X P * U P P I * U ~ P I  
D O U B L E   P R E C I S I O N   R A G - D P q T S I N  
PI=3.14159265 
T P I = 6 0 2 8 3 1 8 5 3 0  
A N G = A N G * P I / 1 8 O o O  
DEM=CMPLX(3.O.FN*SQRT(TPI  ) )  
T O P = C E X P ( C M P L X ( O o C * - ( T P I * R + P 1 / 4 ~ 0 ) ) )  
COM=TOP/DEM 
D N = F L O A T  ( N  1 . 
B O T L = S Q R T   ( T P I * R + A )  
N=IFIX((PI+ANG)/(~.O*FN*PI)+OO~) 
A=l.O+COS(ANG-2oO*FN*PI*DN) 
E X P = C E X P ( C M P L X ( O ~ O I T P I * R * A ) )  
C A L L  FRNELS ( C * S * B 3 T L )  
C = S Q R T ( P I / 2 . O ) * ( O . 5 - C )  
S= S Q R T ( P I / 2 . O ) * ( S - O . 5 )  
R A G = ( P I + A N G ) / ( 2 0 O * F N )  
T S I N = D S I N ( R A G )  
T S = A d S ( S N G L ( T S I N ) )  
X = 1 0 . 0  
Y = 1 .O/X**5 
I F ( T S . G T . Y )  GO TO 442  
C O M P = - S Q R T ( ~ O O ) * F N * S ~ N ( A N G / ~ ~ O - F N * P I * D N )  
I F ( C O S ( A N G / ~ O O - F N + P I * D N ) ~ L T O G ~ O )  COMP=-COMP 
GO T O  443 
C O M P = S N G L ( D P )  
442 D P = S Q R T  ( A 1 *DCOS ( R A G  ) / T S  I N 
443 U P P I = C O M * E X P * C O M P * C M P L X ( C . S )  
N=IFIX((-PI+ANG)/(~.O*FN*PI )+005) 
O N = F L O A T  ( N  ) 
B O T L = S O R T ( T P I * R + A )  
A=l.O+COS(ANG-2.O*FN~Pl*DN) 
E X P = C E X P ( C M P L X ( O o 3 e T P I + R + A ) )  
C A L L   F R N E L S   ( C I S I B ~ T L )  
C = S Q Q T ( P I / 2 . O ) * ( O . 5 - C )  
S= S Q R T ( P I / 2 . O ) + ( S " J . 5 )  
R A G = ( P I - A N G ) / ( 2 . O * F N )  
T S I N = D S I N ( R A G )  
T S = A B S ( S N G L ( T S I N ) )  
I F ( T S 0 G T . Y )  GO  TO 542 
COMP= SORT(~*O)*FN*SIN(ANG/~DO-FN*PI*DN) 
IF(COS(ANG/~.O-FN*PI*DN)~LTOOOO) COMP=-COMP 
G O   T O   1 2 3  
C O M P = S N G L  ( D P )  
542 DP=SQRT(A)*DCOS(RAG)/TSIN 
123 U N P I = C O M * E X P * C O M P * C M P L X ( C . S )  
A N G = A N G + l B O . O / P I  
R V S = R E A L  (UPPI+UNPI 1 
U V B = A I M A G ( U P P I + U N P I 1  
R E T U R N  
END 
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SUBROUTINE FRNELS(C*S*XS) 
A(1)=10595769140 
A(2)=-30300301702 
A(3)=-60808568854 
A (4 )=-00000576361 
A(S)=60920691902 
A(6)=-0-016898657 
A(7)=-3.050485660 
A(8)=-00075752419 
A(9)=00850663781 
A(10)=-00025639041 
A(ll)=-Uo153230963 
A(12)=00C34454779 
DIMENSION ~ ( l ~ ) ~ a ( 1 2 ) . ~ ~ ( 1 2 ) . ~ ( 1 2 )  
acl ) = - C . O ~ U U O O O ~ ~  
8(2)=40255387524 
6(3)=-0e000092810 
8(4)=-7.780020400 
8(5)=-00009520895 
B(6)=50075161298 
B(7)=-00138341947 
3(8)=-10363729124 
8(9)=-00403349276 
8[10)=00702222016 
B(l1 )=-3.216195923 
3(12)=0001'9547031 
cc ( 1 1 =c.o 
CC(2)=-00024933975 
CC(3)=000C0333936 
CC(4)=0.005770956 
CC(5)=00009689892 
CC(6)=-0.009497136 
CC(7)=0.01  1948809 
CC(8)=-00036748873 
CC(9)=0oUOu246420 
CC(lO)=O.C32102967 
CC(ll)=-0.~01217930 
CC( 12)=d0030233939 
3 ( 1  ) =o. 199471  14c 
D(2)=00000030023 
3(3)=-C*OLY351341 
D (4 )=do300023306 
D(5)=00034851466 
D(6)=0-001903218 
D(7)=-0.017122914 
D(8)=00029364067 
D(9)=-0.527928955 
D(10)=0.0164973G8 
D(ll)=-3.Gd5590515 
3(12)=30333838386 
IF(XSDLE.~OLJ) GO T O  414 
x=xs 
x=x*x 
F R = O  0 
FI=O.O 
K=13 
IF(x-~.c,) 12.4c.40 
13 Y = X / Q o C  
20 K=K-1 
F R =  (FR+A ( K  1 )*Y 
FI=(FI+B(K))*Y 
IF(K-2) 30*33*2G 
30 FR=FR+A ( 1  ) 
FJ=FI+B(l) 
18 
C = ( F R * C O S ( X ) + F I * S I N ( X ) ) * S G R T ~ Y )  
S = ( F R * S ~ I N ( X ) - F I * C O S ( X ) ) * S Q R T ( Y )  
RETURN 
40 Y = 4 o O / X  
S O  K=K-1 
F R =   ( F R + C C  (K  ) ) *Y 
F I = ( F I + D ( K ) ) * Y  
I F ( K - 2 )  6 0 r 6 0 r 5 0  
60 F R = F R + C C   ( 1  1 
F I = F I + D ( l )  
C = O o ! 5 + ( F R * C O S ( X ~ + F I * S I N ( X ) ~ * S ~ Q T ~ Y )  
S = O o 5 + ( F R * S I N ( X ) - F I * C O S ( X ) ) * S C J R T ( Y )  
RE'TURN 
4 1 4  C=-OoO 
S=-0. 0 
RETURN 
E N D  
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APPENDIX 11 
10 
Morse  and  Feshback  give  the  Green’s  function  for a magnetic line 
source  in  an  infinite  parallel-plate  region  derived  from  image  theory. 
In  this  appendix, a Green’s  function  will  be  derived  following  the‘  method 
of Morse  and  Feshback  for  an  electric  line  source  in a parallel-plate 
region. Using the method of images as illustrated in Fig. 10, the Green‘s 
function  for  an  electric  line  source  located at (Xo, Yo) is given by 
X =-2h x = - h  x = o  
,J 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
/ 
/ 
/ ’ 
I 
/ 
1 5  0 e ,  e 
- I  - 
h0 : h0 
- I  L 
0 ’  0 
X ’  
Y I ’  
x 
+ 
, - , 
I ’ 
I , , 
9 
x = 2 h  
4 
e 
A 
)r 
0 
0 
- 
x 
c 
+ 
N 
Y 
+ 
X =  3h X =4h 
F i g .  10. Series of images for an electric line 
source  in a parallel-plate  region. 
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From Poisson's s u m  formula  given by 
f M (1 9) 1 f ( 2 ~ n )  = - 27r 1 F ( v )  * 
(29) F(v)  = f f ( T )  e- jvT dT , where 
-M v= -00 
"03 
and the relationship10 
CQ 00 
i K  ( Z - ~ O  
(21) Ho (kl:-31)=$ -03 JdKxJdK, -a) [ e i 2 - K 2  ] ' 
with K2 =Kx2 + Ky2 ; 
it then follows that  we  need  to  evaluate 
a) 
(22t I , Je- jv  7 (1% [ k J(x-xo- + ~2 + (y-y~)  2 I 
-00 
-& [ ~ J ( x + %  - -hI2 + (y-yo) ] } dT. 7 
7T 
Equations (18) and (22) differ from those in Ref. 10 only in sign, hence 
I 
The  final  expression  for  the  Green's  function  then  becomes 
.21 
- "  
From  the  above  equation,  we  see  that at h=nX /2 where  n = any 
integer,  the  Greens  function  for  an  electric  line  source  in a parallel- 
plate  region  becomes  singular  and  hence a resonance  condition  exists. 
This  observation  then  serves  to  confirm  the  resonance  behavior  noted 
in  Section I1 for  an TEol aperture  opening  into a parallel-plate  cavity. 
22 
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